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 SUMMARY IN SWEDISH  

Kvantifiering av de viktigaste globala cyklerna av gallium, såsom produktion, 
konsumtion och uttjänta produkter, men även en undersökning om återvunnet 
gallium och potentiella möjligheter till återvinning är de viktigaste inslagen i denna 
studie. Inledningsvis görs en kvalitativ budget för gallium efter mönstret hos andra 
metallers cykler men med hänsyn till galliums specifika egenskaper. Databaser som 
USGS och World mining data har använts för att erhålla produktionen av gallium, 
huvudsaklig användning av gallium samt mängden uttjänta produkter som innehåller 
gallium. Dessutom kategoriseras tillgängliga uppgifter och klassificeras osäkerhet och 
tillförlitlighet hos data och datakällor. Sedan utformas en kvantitativ modell genom att 
tillämpa STAN, en programvara för ämnens flöden som genomförs för att utforma en 
flödesanalys för gallium enligt den österrikiska standarden ÖNORM S 2096 och 
dessutom koncentrationen av gallium i olika produkter, i avfallsflöden, i deponier och 
beakta nuvarande återvinningstekniker. STAN beräknade andra okända flöden med 
dessas osäkerheter. Kvantifiering av galliums flöden genomförs med två metoder, top-
down och bottom-up-analys, även om de uppgifter som krävs för bottom-up-analys är 
begränsade. Slutligen ger då STAN-modellen en översikt över de viktigaste 
galliumflödena. Huvudsakliga flöden av gallium utgörs av primärproduktion och 
produktion av raffinerade galliumprodukter samt IC tillverkning, LED, PV och 
återvunnet avfall i tillverkningsprocessen. Påtagliga mängder gallium ansamlas som 
lager vid konsumtionen. Eftersom kostnaderna för återvinningen inte är ekonomiskt 
försvarbar, är tillgången på återvinningsanläggningar för gallium begränsad. Betydande 
mängder gallium härrör från nytt avfall som bildas genom tillverkningsprocessen. Med 
ökande efterfrågan på gallium i solceller och vid tillverkningrn av lysdioder, krävs 
kostnadseffektiva metoder för återvinning av gallium från solceller, dioder och andra 
uttjänta produkter. 
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SUMMARY IN GERMAN 

Quantifizierung der wichtigsten globalen Kreisläufe der Produktion und des 
Verbrauchs von Gallium, der galliumhaltigen Altprodukte, auch Ermittlungen über 
recyceltes Gallium und dessen Recyclingpotentiale liegen im Fokus dieser Studie. 
Zunächst wird ein qualitativer Stofflebenszyklus für Gallium erstellt, indem Strukturen 
von anderen Metallstoffzyklen herangezogen werden, wobei auf spezifische 
Charakteristika von Gallium Bezug genommen wird. Datenbanken wie USGS und 
World Mining-Daten werden verwendet, um die wichtigsten Volumen der Produktion 
und des Verbrauchs von Gallium, sowie der galliumhaltigen Altprodukte zu ermitteln. 
Außerdem wird eine Kategorisierung der verfügbaren Daten und Zuweisung eines 
Unsicherheitsgrades in Hinblick auf die Datenquelle und deren Zuverlässigkeit 
vorgenommen. Darauf wird ein quantitatives Modell mittels STAN (Software zur 
SToffflussANalyse) entworfen, mit deren Hilfe die Analyse des Gallium-
Materialflusses nach ÖNORM S 2096 umgesetzt wird. Dabei werden wichtige 
Anwendungsgebiete, die Konzentration in verschiedenen Produkten, Abfallströme, 
Deponien und gegenwärtige Recyclingtechnologien von Gallium berücksichtigt. 
STAN berechnet andere unbekannte Flüsse mit ihren Unsicherheiten. Die 
Quantifizierung von Gallium-Stoffflüssen wird durch zwei Methoden umgesetzt, der 
Top-Down und Bottom-Up-Analyse, wenngleich die erforderlichen Daten für die 
Bottom-up-Analyse begrenzt sind. Schlussendlich schafft das STAN-Modell einen 
Überblick über die Hauptstoffflüsse von Gallium, die Rohstoffgewinnung und 
Raffinierung von Gallium im Produktionsprozess, die Herstellung ICs, LEDs und 
Photovoltaikzellen, sowie die Wiederverwertung von Neuschrott im 
Herstellungsprozess. Beachtliche Menge von Gallium sammeln sich zwischengelagert 
im Konsumprozess an. Da die Kosten des Recyclings ökonomisch nicht zu 
rechtfertigen sind, besteht gegenwärtig nur eine beschränkte Anzahl von Gallium-
Recycling-Anlagen. Signifikate Mengen an recyceltem Gallium stammen aus 
Neuschrott, der im Produktionsprozess anfällt. Mit zunehmendem Galliumverbrauch 
in der Photovoltaik- und LED-Industrie sind kostengünstige Verfahren zum 
Recycling von Gallium in Solarzellen, Dioden und anderen Altprodukten gefordert. 
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SUMMARY IN ENGLISH  

Quantification of main global cycles of gallium, production, consumption and end of 
life products, also investigation about recycled gallium and potential recycling 
possibilities are the mainsprings for this study. Initially making a qualitative substance 
flow for gallium is done by patterning after other metal cycles with regards to 
exclusive characteristics of gallium flows itself. Data bases like USGS and World 
mining data are used to achieve most important amounts of gallium production, main 
gallium consumptions and end of life products that contain gallium. Moreover a 
categorization of available data and designation of an uncertainty level with regard to 
data source and reliability of data source is performed. Then a quantitative model is 
designed by applying STAN; software for subSTance flow Analysis which is 
implemented to shape gallium material flow analysis according to the Austrian 
standard ÖNorm S 2096 and meanwhile major applications, concentration of gallium 
in different products, waste flows, landfills and present recycling technologies 
considered. STAN calculated other unknown flows with their uncertainties. The 
quantification of gallium flows is implemented with two methods; Top-Down and 
Bottom-Up analysis, even if the required data for bottom-up analysis is so limited. 
Finally STAN model give an overview on main gallium flows. Main gallium flows are 
primary production and refined gallium production in production process and ICs 
fabrication, LED, PV and recycled new scrap flow in manufacturing process. 
Remarkable amount of gallium is collected as stock in consumption process. As the 
cost of recycling is not economically justified, current gallium recycling facilities are 
limited. Significant recycled gallium portion is originating from new scrap which is 
formed through manufacturing process. With increasing demand for gallium 
consumption in Photovoltaic and LEDs industry, cost efficient methods are 
demanding to recycle gallium from solar cells, diodes and other end of life products. 
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ABSTRACT 

Life cycle analysis is an appropriate way to clear obscure facts about an element. 
Gallium is a critical element which is used in many technologies these days and 
therefore quantification of main global cycles of gallium, production, consumption 
and end of life products, also investigation about recycled gallium content and 
potential recycling possibilities are investigated in this paper. First a qualitative 
substance flow for gallium is designed similar to other metal cycles with regards to 
exclusive characteristics of gallium flows itself.  USGS and World Mining Data are 
mainly used to get information about gallium production, main gallium consumptions 
and end of life products. Subsequently a quantitative model in STAN should unlock 
many uncertainties. Substance flow analysis and material flow analysis give a better 
understanding of unknown gallium flows with their uncertainties and meanwhile 
major applications, concentration of gallium in different products, waste flows, 
landfills and present recycling technologies are detailed.  Consequently STAN model 
asserts that main gallium flows are primary gallium production and refined gallium 
production in production process, Integrated Circuit board fabrication, Light Emitting 
Diodes, Photovoltaic and recycled new scrap flow in manufacturing process. A 
significant amount of gallium is collected as stock in consumption process. Also 
current gallium recycling facilities are limited as recycling is not economically justified. 
Moreover main part of recycled gallium content is collected from new scrap which is 
formed through manufacturing process. Finally gallium consumption in Photovoltaic 
and Light Emitting Diodes industry increases rapidly and sustainability demand cost 
efficient methods for gallium recycling from solar cells, diodes and other end of life 
products. 

Key words: Gallium; Life Cycle Analysis; Recycling; STAN; Material Flow 
Analysis; Substance Flow Analysis.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 
Lack of some raw materials with continuing high rise usage is 
unavoidable in near future. Emerging of new green technologies, 
increase usage of different raw materials, their availability and 
importance of use in different products, play fundamental roles in 
defining critical raw materials. Moreover some countries are main 
producers which results in formation of a monopoly in rare raw 
materials market. Sustainable technologies, renewable energies and 
energy efficient systems which applies some elements like indium (In), 
germanium (Ge), tantalum (Ta), PGM [platinum group metals, such as 
ruthenium (Ru), platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd)], tellurium (Te), cobalt 
(Co), lithium (Li), gallium (Ga) and RE (rare earths) are decisive 
technologies for defining criticality of raw materials. These metals also 
classified as ‘green minor metals’; which are essential for cleaner 
technology innovation. This study investigates life cycle analysis (LCA) 
and recycling potentials for gallium (Ga). Gallium is one of incredible 
metals that melts in hand (Figure 1), shatters like glass, attacks other 
metals and acts like an alien life form when exposed to sulphuric acid 
and dichromate solution but is non-toxic to humans. It sounds too 
amazing, but gallium is an absolutely real chemical element that is found 
in some of gadgets we use every day. 
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           Figure 1. Melting gallium on hand. 
 

1.1.1. Discovery and Naming 

The Russian chemist Dmitri Mendeleev in his ‘periodic law’ described 
the relationships of chemical elements and identified the box set aside 
for the element numbered 31 was empty. Mendeleev predicted the 
missing element(s) existed and based on vertical similarities among the 
elements in the periodic table, he proposed that element atomic number 
31 would have similarities to aluminium and indium, atomic numbers 13 
and 49 respectively (Moskalyk, 2003). 

Based on these assumptions and hypotheses, the French Chemist Paul 
Emile Lecoq de Boisbaudran later discovered gallium in 1875  
(Moskalyk, 2003). Lecoq strenuously studied the spectra of chemical 
elements for one and a half decades. When chemical elements are 
heated, they produce characteristic spectral lines, each unique to a 
specific element. Lecoq had in mind Mendeleev’s prediction of vertical 
associations in the periodic table but he proceeded to propose that 
despite these similarities, the likeliest source of the missing element was 
the preceding element horizontally, in this case zinc (atomic number 30). 
Lecoq was correct but he had to examine large amounts of zinc ore for 
the confirmation; trace amounts of the new element. Lecoq reported 
under an electric spark, the element produced spectral lines that he 
described as violet, narrow, clear and located at approximately 417 nm 
on the wavelength scale. Lecoq then isolated the metal gallium; a few 
grams of pure gallium. He was assisted by miners who availed to him 
several tons of zinc ore for research activity. He isolated 0.651 grams of 
gallium from 430 kg of zinc ore material, pure gallium from a pure zinc 
ore from Pyrenees range of mountains in France. The isolation was 
achieved through electrolysis of gallium hydroxide in a potassium 
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hydroxide solution. Lecoq de Boisbaudran then proposed the name 
Gallium for the newly discovered element in homage to the ancient 
name of France; ‘Gallia’ (Gaul).  

1.1.2. Physical properties 

Gallium is so soft, silvery metal with a shiny surface and in some ways it 
is very un-metal like. It melts on the palm of hand and can be cut with a 
knife. Elemental gallium is a brittle solid at low temperature and has the 
distinction of spontaneous liquefaction at temperatures slightly above 
room temperature. Gallium is chemical element with an atomic number 
of 31, atomic mass of 69.72 and symbol ‘Ga’. It has a very low melting 
point of only 29.7°C (85.5°F). A sample of gallium will melt if held in the 
human hand (body temperature, about 37°C). Another unusual property 
is that gallium can be supercooled rather easily. Supercooling is the 
cooling of a substance below its freezing point without it becoming a 
solid. Gallium is a liquid at 30°C, so one would expect it to become a 
solid at 29.7°C. Instead it is fairly easy to cool gallium to below 29.7°C 
without having it solidify. Gallium's boiling point is about 2,400°C 
(4,400°F) and its density is 5.9037 g/cm3.  

Since the metal expands by 3.1% upon solidification, care must be taken 
with respect to the type of storage container. Solid gallium is less dense 
than liquid gallium and is characteristic of water which also expands 
when it freezes. Seeding may be required to initiate solidification since 
gallium tends to super cool below its freezing point (Gray et al., 2013). 

1.1.3. Chemical properties 

Gallium is relatively a reactive element. It combines with non-metals at 
high temperatures, and it reacts with both acids and alkalis. It attacks 
other metals and acts like an alien life form when exposed to sulphuric 
acid and dichromate solution. Consequently, special regulations apply 
when storing and transporting gallium by conventional carriers such as 
truck, rail and air. The actual quantity shipped by air freight is limited 
while gallium must be contained within seven layers of packing in the 
event of an accident since the structural metal of the aeroplane would be 
attacked by liquid gallium (Gray et al., 2013).  

1.1.4. Occurrence in nature 

Gallium is a moderately abundant element in the Earth's crust. It is 
found primarily in combination with zinc (Zn) and aluminum (Al) ores, 
the element is found locked as gallium compounds in variable trace 
amounts in metallic ores such as bauxite and zinc; in fact a by-product of 
other metals like Al and Zn. Gallium in its elemental form does not 
occur naturally in a pure state. It is produced mainly in bauxite treating 
or it is a remainder in zinc processing residues. It is also found in 
germanite, an ore of copper sulfide (CuS). Gallium concentration in 
bauxite and zinc ores is 50 parts per million (ppm) and total World 
resources of gallium in bauxite are approximately to surpass 1 billion 
kilograms. Gallium concentration in lithosphere estimated to be 5-10 
ppm and by geochemical density indicators its density in lithosphere is 

moderately high. So it is a very wide‐spread trace element and it is 
considered quite rare due to the practical inability to form its own 
minerals in natural conditions (Połedniok, 2008). The previous estimate 
applies to total gallium content but only a small fraction of this metal in 
bauxite and zinc ores is cost-effectively recoverable. 
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1.1.5. Extraction 

Pure gallium can be extracted by passing an electric current through a 
gallium compound like gallium oxide (Ga2O3). But industrial methods of 
gallium extraction are discussed here which are mainly applying Bayer 
liquor to extract gallium. Bayer liquor is the main resource for gallium 
production and Bayer process is the principal industrial method for 
refining bauxite in order to alumina production (aluminium oxide). 
Bauxite contains only 30-54% aluminium oxide ((alumina), Al2O3) and 
the rest is a mixture of silica, iron oxides and titanium dioxide. In the 
Bayer process, bauxite is digested by washing with a hot solution 
of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) at 175 °C. This converts the aluminium 
oxide in the ore to sodium aluminate, 2NaAl(OH)4, according to 
the chemical equation (Zhao et al., 2012) : 
Al2O3 + 2 NaOH + 3 H2O → 2 NaAl(OH)4 
The other components of bauxite do not dissolve. The solution is 
clarified by filtering off the solid impurities. The mixture of solid 
impurities is called red mud. Next, the alkaline solution is cooled, and 
aluminum hydroxide precipitates as a white, fluffy solid: 
NaAl(OH)4 → Al(OH)3 + NaOH 
Then, when heated to 980°C (calcined), the aluminum hydroxide 
decomposes to aluminum oxide, giving off water vapor in the process: 
2 Al(OH)3 → Al2O3 + 3 H2O 
A large amount of the aluminum oxide produced is then subsequently 
smelted in the Hall–Héroult process in order to produce aluminum.  
There are 4 ways to extract gallium from Bayer process:  

 Fractional precipitation 

 Electrochemical deposition  

 Solvent extraction  

 Ion exchange 
Fractional precipitation is the most environmentally friendly manner 
with low cost which is based on Al-Ga precipitation with CO2 and 
subsequent separation of Al and Ga with lime milk or sodium aluminate 
solutions, but this method is complicated (Figure2). 
Electrochemical method includes both mercury cathode electrolysis and 
cementation. The electrolysis with mercury cathode has been prohibited 
in most countries because of high toxicity of mercury. Cementation is an 
electrochemical process realized by a displacement reaction between 
gallium and reductants, such as sodium amalgam, aluminum and 
aluminum–gallium alloy (Figure 3).  
Solvent extraction is an efficient method and about 80% of the gallium 
in Bayer liquor can be extracted. However, the kinetics of the extraction 
process has been proved to be very slow, which generally requires several 
hours (Figure 4).  
Ion exchange is the main method applied in industry for gallium 
recovery from Bayer liquor (Figure 5). Duolite ES-346 and DHG586 
exhibit good extracting properties for gallium, and are used as industrial 
resins. Unfortunately, the co-extraction of vanadium and the degradation 
of the amidoxime groups still remain as the main problems during 
industrial application. In order to recover gallium from Bayer liquor 
efficiently, further research and development are necessary  
(Zhao et al., 2012). 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium_hydroxide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium_aluminate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_equation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_mud
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alkali
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precipitation_(chemistry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcined
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium_hydroxide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alumina
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hall%E2%80%93H%C3%A9roult_process
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      Figure 2. Flow sheet of lime method (Zhao et al., 2012). 
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           Figure 3. Flow sheet of mercury cathode electrolysis method (Zhao et al., 2012) 

1.1.1. Use and compounds 

Until recent decades, few applications had been determined for the 
element, however some of its compounds exhibited unusual properties 
when exposed to the light spectrum. This discovery beckoned the use of 
gallium as an essential component in many modern electronic devices. 
Gallium is mainly used in producing integrated circuits (ICs), 
photovoltaic (PV) and light emitting diodes (LED) ( Jaskula, 2011). Its 
modern use in electronic and semiconductor devices was preceded by its 
primary use as an agent for the manufacture of low melting alloys; a 
function based on the spontaneous liquefaction feature. The compound 
form Gallium arsenide is utilized in microwave circuits and infrared 
solutions while Gallium nitride is used in the production of violet and 
blue light emitting diodes and diode lasers (Kramer, 2006). 
 

 

 

 

 

 
           Figure 4. Flow sheet for solvent extraction method(Zhao et al., 2012). 
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           Figure 5. Flow sheet for ion exchange method (Zhao et al., 2012). 
 

About 95 percent of all gallium produced is used to make a single 
compound, gallium arsenide (GaAs). Gallium arsenide has the ability to 
convert an electrical current directly into light, the main reason for 
producing light-emitting diodes (LEDs). An LED allows an electric 
current to flow in one side, but not the other. When it flows into a piece 
of gallium arsenide, a flash of light is produced. When a button is pushed 
on a calculator, a circuit is closed then electric current flows into an LED 
and produces a light. 

Gallium arsenide is also used in photovoltaic cells. Solar radiation is a 
source of renewable energy which one possible use is the production of 
electricity in photovoltaic appliances (PV). These devices turn sunlight 
into electricity. Many people believe that photovoltaic cells will someday 

http://www.chemistryexplained.com/knowledge/Gallium_arsenide.html
http://www.chemistryexplained.com/knowledge/Solar_cell.html
http://www.chemistryexplained.com/knowledge/Photovoltaics.html
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replace coal-fired generating and nuclear power plants as the major 
source of electricity. Photovoltaic (PV) technologies have experienced 
considerable growth rates of up to 70% in the last years (Zuser & 
Rechberger, 2011). This has been possible because of low total CO2 
emissions and a positive overall energy balance for PV. 
Cu(In,Ga)Se2(CIGS) is one of the most promising semiconductor 
compounds for large-scale production of efficient, low-cost thin film 
solar cells. There are for four different PV technologies: crystalline 
silicon (c-Si), amorphous silicon (a-Si) in tandem configuration, cadmium 
tellurium (CdTe) and copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) that each 
of them applies specific rare elements and has their own specifications.   

Similar devices are used in making lasers. When an electric current passes 
into a piece of gallium arsenide it produces an intense beam of laser light. 
A laser is a device for producing very bright Light of a single color. 
Gallium arsenide lasers are used in a number of applications. The laser 
that operates a compact disc (CD) player, for example, may contain a 
piece of gallium arsenide. 

Gallium arsenide is also use to make transistors. A transistor is a device 
used to control the flow of electricity in a circuit. Gallium arsenide has 
many of the properties of a semiconductor. A semiconductor is a 
material that conducts an electrical current, but not as well as a metal, 
such as silver or copper. Gallium arsenide has one big advantage 
over silicon, “another element used in transistor”. Gallium arsenide 
produces less heat. Therefore, more transistors can work together at the 
same time to produce a higher computing capacity. 

The leading consumer of gallium globally; the United States does not 
produce the element but rather satisfies industrial and consumer demand 
through import of high purity grade composites from France and lower 
purity/grade composites from Kazakhstan and Russia. The largest 
producers are Australia, Russia, France, and Germany. Gallium arsenide 
remains the primary form of gallium consumption in world market. 
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) and gallium nitride (GaN) electronic 
components consider for 99% of domestic gallium consumption 
(Jaskula, 2011). Integrated circuits production (ICs) presents 61% of the 
gallium consumption and optoelectronic devices, which include laser 
diodes, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), photo detectors, and solar cells, 
represent 38% of gallium consumption. Research and development, 
specialty alloys, and other applications accounts for 1% of total gallium 
consumption. Optoelectronic devices are applied in areas such as 
aerospace, consumer goods, industrial equipment, medical equipment, 
and telecommunications. ICs are also applicable in defense applications, 
high-performance computers, and telecommunications.  

Gallium is also core in the future of medical imaging as a component in 
radiopharmaceuticals used in the imaging technique called radionuclide 
imaging (RNI). 

1.1.2. Health effects 

Gallium and its compounds are hazardous to health of humans and 
animals even if it is non-toxic. They produce a metallic taste in the 
mouth, skin rash, and a decrease in the production of blood cells. 
Gallium and its compounds should be handled with caution. 

1.2. Goal and scope 
The scope of this research paper is the quantification of the global 
production and consumption cycle of gallium and critical review of the 

http://www.chemistryexplained.com/knowledge/Semiconductor.html
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recycling potential of the cycle. As a means to this goal, the following 
steps are to be used. 

 
1) Development of a qualitative substance flow model for Gallium. 

a) Build a model similar to the metal cycles in some other papers, 

(Graedel et al., 2004).   

2) Systematic quantification of the flows of gallium in the model. 

a) Data about mining and production of Gallium. 

i) World Mining Data (Weber et al., 2011). 

ii) United States Geological Survey (USGS); data on reserves,  

mining and production of Gallium. 

b) Data about the use and different products derived from and  

containing Gallium. 

i) Major applications. 

ii) Concentration of gallium in different products. 

c) Data about ‘end-of-life’ products containing Gallium. 

i) Waste flows and landfills. 

ii) Recycling technologies (in use and prospective). 

d) Balancing of the model. 

i) Plausibility controls for single processes (e.g. change of stock)      

and flows (e.g. concentrations). 

ii) Consideration of uncertainties based on the reliability of input 

data, data gaps and process outstanding. 

3) Description of the global cycle of Gallium for different years 

(scenarios). 

a) Basic model (e.g. balancing year 2010). 

b) Historical production and use (selected year in the past to illustrate 

changes in production and consumption of Ga). 

c) Future (recycling) scenario to illustrate recycling potentials for 

different stocks and flows of Gallium in the system. 

4) Discuss the global cycles of Gallium with respect to:  

a) Major characteristics of the basic system (e.g. change of stock in 

different processes and most important flows). 

b) Temporal trends in the use and production of Gallium. 

c)   Potentials for recycling: 

i. Theoretical/ total amounts of Gallium to be recycled. 

ii. Recoverable fraction in view of technology and economy. 

5) A discussion of main findings and the robustness of the results with 

recommendations for lowering uncertainties in the global cycles of 

Gallium.  

1.3. Research questions 
Six research questions will be answered in the quantification of the global 
cycle of gallium. 
1. What are the major processes and flows of the gallium cycle? 
2. What are the main applications/uses of the element gallium? 
3. What are the temporal trends in the production and consumption of 
gallium? 
4. What are the potential options for the prospective recycling of gallium 
from stocks and end-of-life products? 
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5. What are the significant uncertainties in the global gallium cycle and 
modalities to consider uncertain data? 
6. What recommendations can be made to decrease the uncertainties of 
the global gallium cycle? 
 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Material Flow Analysis 
The applied methodological approach for gallium life cycle is Material 
Flow Analysis (MFA) (also referred to as substance flow analysis; SFA). 
MFA facilitates a detailed presentation of the gallium cycle from its 
sourcing to its final stage. MFA is an appropriate tool to investigate the 
flows and stocks of any material-based system  
(Brunner & Rechberger, 2004). It provides a deep insight into the system 
performance with a multi disciplinary way by combining all different 
factors like energy, economy and policy with anthropogenic system. 
Definition of some terms and procedures is needed in order to achieve 
facilitated communication among users and clear results. MFA is a 
method to describe, investigate and evaluate the metabolism of 
anthropogenic and geogenic systems. MFA define terms and procedures 
to establish material balances of system (Brunner & Rechberger, 2004).  

Substance: A substance is any chemical element or compound composed 
of uniform units. All substances are homogenous. (N, C, Cu, CO2) 

Good: Goods are defined as economic entities of matter with a positive 
or negative value (drinking water, fuel oil, solid waste). Some goods have 
no economic value they are neutral in their values like exhaust or 
precipitation.  

Material: The term material covers both substance and good so it 
includes raw materials as well as all physically and chemically modified 
substances. This term is used in case of looking in both good and 
substance or when it is not clear at which level (goods or substances) an 
analysis will take place. 

Process: A process is the transformation, transport or storage of goods 
and substances, like a metabolism, activity in a household, activity in an 
environmental medium or a service. Usually processes are black box 
processes, only inputs and outputs are considered and the processes 
within the box are not taken into account. Occasionally the internal 
processes are of interest and then process must be divided into sub 
processes. 

Stock: The total amount of materials stored in a process is designated as 
the “stock of materials”. There are two different types of stocks.  

E.g. the waste in an incineration plant – new waste results in an increase 
of stock, incineration leads to a decrease of stock, 

E.g. the building as part of the infrastructure – a new building give an 
increase of the stock, the demolition of a building makes a decrease of 
the stock 

Flow: A flow is defined as a mass flow rate, i.e. the ratio of mass per time 
that flows through a conductor, e.g. a water pipe. The physical unit of 
flow might be given in units of kg/sec or t/yr. 

Flux: A flux is defined as a flow per “cross section”. In MFA, used cross 
sections are a person, 1 m² of a surface area, or an entity such as a 
private household. The flux might be given in units like kg/ (sec.m²). 
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System: A system is defined by a group of elements, and the interaction 
between these elements. In MFA, the elements of a system are named 
processes and flows. A system might be an enterprise (e.g. waste 
incineration plant), a region, a nation, or a private household. 

In an MFA-system every good is clearly identified through an original 
process and a target process. 

System boundary: The system boundaries are defined in time and space 
(temporal and spatial system boundaries). Temporal boundaries are like a 
city, a region or a nation and periods of 1 year are chosen for data 
availability. Spatial boundaries are usually fixed by geographical area in 
which the processes are located. 

Material Flow Analysis (MFA): Material Flow Analysis is a systematic 
assessment of the flows and stocks of materials (goods and substances) 
within a system defined in space and time. It connects the sources, the 
pathways and the intermediate and final sinks of a material. If substances 
are considered we can also call it Substance Flow Analysis. 

TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (TC): The transfer coefficient TCx,j 
describes the partitioning of a material (good or substance) x within a 
process, and it’s transfer into a specific output flow j. The sum of the 
transfer coefficients to all output flows must be 1, considering that 
transfers into the stocks are also counted as outputs. Depending on the 
problem, it is possible to count only partial input for the calculation of 
transfer coefficients, e.g. to calculate the efficiency of oxidation within a 
waste incineration plant we only count the C in the waste, not the C in 
the air ( Brunner & Rechberger, 2004). 

2.2. Qualitative model, description of processes and flows 
In qualitative study activities of collecting and analyzing data, developing 
and modifying theory, elaborating or refocusing the research questions, 
identifying and dealing with validity threats are usually going on more or 
less simultaneously, each influencing all of the others. In addition, it may 
be needed to reconsider or modify any design decision during the study 
in response to new developments or to changes in some other aspect of 
the model.  

The concept of qualitative model (Figure 6) is started with the theory 
that gallium like many other minerals and metals exists in lithosphere and 
earth crust. Some special kinds of ore should be extracted and then some 
physical and chemical processes should be implemented to achieve pure 
gallium. So there are 2 processes and a flow which connects them, one 
can be called Lithosphere or earth crust and the other one Production 
process plus a flow which is ore.  

Studying in detail about gallium production, it is understood gallium is 
producing with some different methods, both from ore and scrap; scrap 
which is constituted during manufacturing electronics. Therefore there 
are 2 kind of gallium production and after them there should be a 
refinery process to prepare refined gallium to be applied in next stage 
(Manufacturing and fabrication). Ultimately by combination of 
illustrations, gallium production process has 3 smaller processes or it has 
a subsystem which is composed of 3 processes; primary production, 
secondary production and purification process. These 3 processes should 
be connected to each other by some flows. It is clear that ore extraction 
from lithosphere is flowing into primary production process and scrap 
flow is flowing into secondary production process, both of them result 
in crude gallium which is needed to purify by purification process, 
consequentially a refined gallium flow plus a flow which contains slag 
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and tailing during purification process are flowing out of purification 
process.  Subsequently another process is evident; manufacturing and 
fabrication, which is liaised with production process. Produced refined 
gallium which is applied by Manufacturing and fabrication process 
results in some new scrap which is directly flow into secondary 
production to recycle it and recover it as refined gallium. Usually a 
fabrication process should produce some products and consequently 
these products should be used in a consumption process. Statistics show 
that Gallium arsenide (GaAs) and gallium nitride (GaN) electronic 
components consider for 99% of domestic gallium consumption 
(Jaskula, 2011). Integrated circuits production (ICs) presents 61% of the 
gallium consumption. Optoelectronic devices, which include laser 
diodes, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), photo detectors, and solar cells, 
represent 38% of gallium consumption. Research and development, 
specialty alloys, and other applications accounts for 1% of total gallium 
consumption. Also total gallium consumption in year 2010 is 280 t 
(Jaskula, 2012). By having all these information, 2 main flows deemed for 
gallium products; ICs production flow and LED, PV, etc flow. Then a 
partitioning is done by assuming that ICs flow considers for 60% gallium 
consumption and LED, PV, etc flow consider for 40% of gallium 
consumption. 1% of gallium consumption is used for research and 
development which here is included in LED, PV, etc flow. 

After a consumption process, waste process is designated as all products 
after a period of time converts to end of life products and they are 
treated as waste. So a process is needed to manage wastes and apply 
some possible methods to recycle, reuse or landfill them. In waste 
management process 2 smaller processes considered; recycling and 
landfill, because some tiny amounts of gallium are recycled and can be 
used in secondary production process but some part is not recyclable 
and flowing into landfill. Hence a life cycle for gallium is completed and 
next step is assigning numerical values to each flow and process and let 
STAN calculate unknown values. Here is a basic design for gallium 
qualitative model which is scrutinized analytically in STAN. 

The STAN software is used to develop the qualitative model presenting 
details of the gallium cycle. STAN (short for subSTance flow ANalysis) 
is a freeware that assist in implementing material flow analysis according 
to the Austrian standard ÖNorm S 2096 (Material flow analysis- 
Application in waste management), (Brunner & Rechberger, 2004). This 
cycle is developed to present an overview of the sourcing, refining, 
application, and disposing processes of gallium. Thus, the global 
activities related to gallium operations are considered for the 
development of this model and all data related to gallium operations are 
sourced for. The main idea for design the model is inspired from Global 
anthropogenic Zinc cycle (Graedel et al., 2005). After building a 
graphical model with predefined components (processes, flows, system 
boundary, text fields) known data can be imported (mass flows, stocks, 
concentrations, transfer coefficients) for different layers (good, 
substance, energy) and periods to calculate unknown quantities. 
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        Figure 6. Qualitative gallium life cycle. 

All flows can be displayed in Sankey-style, i.e. the width of a flow is 
proportional to its value. The graphical picture of the model can be 
printed or exported. For data import and export, Microsoft Excel is used 
as an interface. Specialists have the possibility to consider data 
uncertainties which is described in detail in 2.4. The calculation algorithm 
uses mathematical statistical tools such as data reconciliation and error 

propagation. Gauss  s law is one way to evaluate propagation of 
uncertainties through a system and define a function which is expanded 
into a Taylor series that is cut off after the linear part (first order term). 
Another method for evaluation of uncertainties is Monte Carlo 
Simulation, in case data are not normally distributed or if derivations are 
too large Monte Carlo Simulation is useful. In this method the statistical 
distribution of the input data are assumed to be known and then for each 
input parameter a computer algorithm creates a random number 
according to its distribution and finally these numbers are used to 
calculate the result of a function.  
Cencic 2012, Cencic 2008 and Kelly 2011 are 3 calculation methods that 
are defined and use in STAN software. Kelly 2011 is provided by Jeffrey 
Dean Kelly and is implemented in FORTRAN  
(Brunner & Rechberger, 2004).  
Production processes which may be consist of mill, smelting and refinery 
but not necessarily all of them together. Fabrication and manufacturing 
processes convert metals to desired shapes and forms and alloys them 
with other metals. Use process which shows the amount stock reserved 
in use phase and consumption and finally a waste process that manages 
the products to their end of life destiny. Most of metals originate from 
lithosphere and flowing back to the environment but on the basis of 
periods and available data it is optional to consider these two processes 
for the model.  The connectivity of these processes facilitate by some 
flows that can be variable due to different processing applications and 
different refinery ways that are using for each metal. In this case; gallium, 
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Consumption 
Use 
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Production 
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the production process consists of three other processes primary 
production, secondary production and purification stage.  Ore is bauxite 
or sphalerite that excavated for aluminium or zinc production and has 50 
ppm gallium. Refined gallium is extracted from production process to 
apply in manufacturing process for producing GaAs and GaN, the most 
used gallium products which are applied in electronics and solar cells. 
Some scraps are produced from old electronics and GaAs wafer 
manufacturing that can be used in secondary production process for 
gallium production, “Neo Material also estimated that 50% of gallium 
consumed worldwide in 2010 came from recycled sources  
(Jaskula, 2012), which is in fact recycling of new scrap from 
manufacturing process and recycled gallium content from end of life 
products, electronic wastes and old scraps has a very low concentration 
and is nearly zero (< 1%). About 60% of the gallium consumed was used 
in integrated circuits (ICs). Optoelectronic devices, which include laser 
diodes, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), photodetectors, and solar cells, 
represented 39% of gallium demand. The remaining 1% was used in 
research and development, specialty alloys, and other applications which, 
here included in photovoltaic (LED,PV,etc) flow and consider them 
together about 40% of gallium consumption. In the model 3 main flows 
are leaving manufacturing process which assumed to be integrated circuit 
boards (ICs), light emitting diodes, /photovoltaic (LED,PV,etc) and a 
flow which comes back to secondary production of gallium (GaAs scrap 
in wafer manufacturing). It is assumed that manufacturing process has 
not any stock and it signifies all total input and output flows in this 
process should be equal. Consumption process has a stock and it means 
not necessarily all of input flows are leaving process and they may collect 
there for a specific period of time. After this step, end of life products 
are flowing out from consumption process and flowing into waste 
management process which has stock as well. Some of end of life 
products here are piling as a stock. Some old scrap that can be used again 
by applying some smelting and refinery should be transferred to 
production process but this amount is really low and considered as 0 but 
for completion of the model a very low estimation is supposed for it. 
Production and waste management processes possesses two flows that 
are transferring some gallium to environment in shape of slag, tailing and 
landfill. 

2.3. Data Mining and Literature Research 

2.3.1. Data about mining and production of gallium 

Whilst countries such as Australia, China, Germany, Kazakhstan, Japan 
and Russia are the main suppliers of primary (i.e. virgin) gallium, France 
is the largest single source of refined gallium in the world.  GEO 
Chemicals in France accounted for the lion’s share of the world’s annual 
production of refined gallium in recent years. At present, 60 companies 
located in 18 countries are actively engaged in the supply of gallium 
products (Moskalyk, 2003). The industrial usage of gallium began in the 
1940s within the USA upon inception of recovery processes. The metal 
attracted more interest in the 1970s when it was discovered that gallium 
combined with elements of group 15 displayed semiconducting 
properties. 

Global production and reserves of gallium in the year 2011 were 
estimated to be approximately 216 metric tons, a 19 percent increase 
against the 2010 reported global primary production; 182 metric tons.  
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Currently leading states in gallium production are China, Germany, 
Ukraine, France and Kazakhstan. Other producers albeit minor in terms 
of volume include Korea, Hungary, Japan and Russia. It is prudent to 
note that the amount of refined gallium production stands at 
approximately 310 tons which include primary gallium production and 
some possible scrap refining with a similar period considered. Here is a 
summary of USGS data that are applied directly in STAN model  
(Table 1). Primary gallium production includes amount of production 
from bauxite or zinc but refined gallium production includes primary 
gallium production plus some possible scrap refining.  

The emerging China and the traditional triad (the United States, the 
United Kingdom and Japan) were the principal producers of refined 
gallium. This is a relevant observation since it is common knowledge that 
the level of integrated industrialization in these four entities is the 
primary driver of global value addition. These observations for primary 
and secondary production of gallium are considered with the year 2010 
as a base period and the present as 2012.  
The implication here is that an accurate and precise estimate of current 
global reserves is difficult to determine. The global reserves of gallium 
are indeterminate. It is hypothesized that the reserves could indeed be 
unfathomable considering the numerous sites at earth and sea that have 
not been mapped yet. The Southern Hemisphere comes to mind with 
South American reserves, South East Asian reserves, Middle East and 
African reserves still boasting virgin unchartered territory. Foreign Direct 
Investment into these regions for the equitable monopoly and utilization 
of the Earth’s resources becomes apparent in a climate of environmental 
sustainability and intense corporate social responsibility. 
Availability of gallium in the short term, medium term and long term can 
then be said to be intricately linked to geopolitical correlates, intensified 
global geological surveys and peaceful stances in the creation of these 
opportunities. Most gallium reserves are unavailable in the short term 
which greatly influencing price, supply and demand. This is a sort of 
‘technological hoarding’ where the technology required to move into the 
medium and long term prospecting of gallium is yet to be developed or 
under development if multidisciplinary approaches are adopted in the 
research methodologies used during prospecting. 
 

 

 

 

          Table 1. USGS gallium summary data. 

                USGS Mineral commodity summary (t) 

World primary production (2010) 106 

Refined Gallium Production (2010) 161 

World primary gallium production (2011) 216 

Revised 2010 world primary production 182 

Refined gallium production 310 

                             USGS Mineral Yearbook 2010  (t) 

Estimated worldwide crude gallium production (Primary production) 182 

Refined Gallium Production 235 

worldwide gallium consumption(Neo Material Technologies and Roskill) 280 
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2.3.2. Data about different products derived from gallium 

Today, a silvery blue and soft metallic element that enjoys to be applied 

vastly in optoelectronics (e.g.  ED s), telecommunication, photovoltaic, 
aerospace and many commercial household items like alloys, computers 

and D D s. Apart from cesium, mercury and rubidium, gallium is the 
only metal which can be in liquid form near room temperatures and 
hence is suited for high-temperature thermometers. Since gallium 
remains in the liquid state over a wide range of temperatures from about 
30–2237 °C it is also suited as a lubricant for high-temperature 
applications (Buchert et al., 2009). The following graph shows gallium 
production rate in a period of 16 years which is extracted from USGS 
Mineral commodity summaries (Figure 7).  
Gallium arsenide, the primary use of gallium, is used in microwave 
circuitry and infrared applications. Gallium nitride and indium gallium 
nitride, minority semiconductor uses, produce blue and violet light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) and diode lasers. Gallium arsenide (GaAs) and 
gallium nitride (GaN) are valuable compounds employed in advanced 
semiconductors for microwave transceivers, D D’s, laser diodes in 
compact discs and other electronic applications. The chemical analysis of 
gallium used to manufacture semiconductors varies from six (6N) to 
eight nines (8N) purity (i.e., 99.999999%). Metallic gallium is magnetic 
and an excellent conductor of both heat and electricity  
(Buchert et al., 2009).  
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

           Figure 7. World primary and refined Gallium Production rate (1995-2011). 
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Since gallium arsenide (GaAs) is capable of converting electrical power 
into coherent laser light the compound is a key component of light 
emitting diodes ( ED’s). It is noteworthy that Furukawa Co.  td. in 
Japan is the world’s largest producer of high quality arsenic after 
increasing output from 9 to 15 tons per annum (tpa) at its Iwaki facility 
(Jaskula, 2002). Significant capital for new technological development of 
gallium nitride (GaN) was only invested during the past few years since 
uses for this compound are not as advanced as for GaAs. RF Micro 
Devices (former RF Nitro Communication Inc.) headquartered in 
Charlotte, NC, operates a dedicated facility for production of GaN used 
in wafer processing. As an example of a complex electronic chip 
produced for light emitting diodes, AXT, Inc., located in the United 
States markets high-flux AlInGaN (aluminum/indium/gallium nitride) 
chips in blue, cyan and green for many applications such as automobiles. 
These  ED’s range from 35 to 350 mW output power rating with 
varying lumens per watt efficiency. Gallium phosphide is a secondary 
source for light emitting diodes. Gallium is employed as a doping 
material for semiconductors and used to manufacture solid-state items 
such as transistors. 

 ED’s consume less than one quarter of the energy required for an 
incandescent bulb. Minute amounts of gallium are employed in cell 
phone circuitry while medical applications are being developed at 
present. Gallium arsenide applications are highly specialized and thereby 
do not have a substitute. Silicon is acceptable as a substitute of GaAs in 
solar cells. Photovoltaic cells (PV) are able to directly convert solar 
power into electrical energy. Semiconducting materials such as gallium 
arsenide and indium phosphide in single crystal form are used in solar 
cells. Albeit the high cost single crystal GaAs was exclusively used in 
space exploration, these solar cells with high conversion efficiency are 
now available for terrestrial applications. An alternate includes 
amorphous forms comprised of silicon or silicon/germanium alloys. 
Multi- or polycrystalline substances such as Si, CdTe, CuIn and gallium 
diselenide provide another alternative source for development of solar 
cells. Companies engaged in development include BP Solarex (Australia), 
Canon-Unisolar (USA) and BP Solar (Europe). Organic compounds may 
be used as substitutes to fabricate liquid crystals in visual displays in 
 ED’s. Indium phosphide (InP) may replace gallium arsenide within 
infrared diodes while helium–neon lasers compete with GaAs in visible 
diode applications. The enhanced properties of gallium arsenide based 
analog integrated circuits (IC’s) in defence related applications are 
preferred in lieu of silicon. It is interesting that gallium arsenide solar 
cells were incorporated within the Hubble space telescope. It was 
reported that gallium arsenide products account for about 95% of the 
annual global gallium consumption.  

 Gallium is mainly used in compound form, either as an arsenide (GaAs) 
or nitride (GaN). Together, these compounds account for about 98% of 
gallium consumption worldwide. In addition to being a semi-conductor, 
gallium arsenide converts electricity into light, and is therefore a key 
component of light emitting diodes (LEDs). According to the United 
States Geological Survey (USGS), estimated worldwide end uses for 
gallium in 2004 are as following. 

i. Light-emitting diodes (LEDs), laser diodes, photodetectors, 
solar cells 42%. 

ii. Integrated circuits (gallium arsenide wafers) 48%. 
iii. Research and development, special alloys, other uses 10%. 
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The commercialization of gallium is dominated by semiconductor 
applications which account for a staggering 97 % of global applications. 
The next major application in context is for the fabrication of 
gadolinium gallium garnets. An overview of the main gallium 
applications in United States is presented between 1993-2010  
(Figure 8). 

The fabrication of semiconductor devices through the complex 
procedure of photolithography and associated curing techniques requires 
very stringent purity levels of gallium. The margin of error for impurity is 
so high that 100% purity can only be compromised to the fifth decimal 
place. The compounds Gallium arsenide and Gallium nitride are the 
main forms of gallium states that are used for these electronic 
applications.  
Approximately 2/3 or 67% of semiconductor gallium in the hyper 
industrialized nations is utilized for integrated circuits (IC’s) in the 
manufacture of chips that calculate logic at very high speed and form the 
core of supercomputing devices that are being used today to make 
relatively accurate models for weather and other complex variables 
which require a gargantuan amount of computing in a very short period 
of time.  

Logic chips for the mobile telephony industry are also implicated here 
with microwave preamplifiers cited in this case fifth of semiconductor 
applications fall in the field of optoelectronics, fiber optic cables and 
undersea internet connectivity solutions being end product solutions. 
With optoelectronics, gallium arsenide is utilized for a variety of infrared 
applications. The light spectrum beyond the visible light spectrum is 
considered. Gallium rationalizes infrared since it is ultraviolet in 
orientation when producing spectral lines post electrical sparks. It is 
relevant to note that infrared falls on one extreme while ultraviolet falls 
on the other showing the dual core role. High power infrared laser 
diodes are yet another application which commonly manifest as laser 
diodes and light emitting diodes. 

 

 

 

 

           Figure 8. Principal uses of gallium in United States (1993–2010). 
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The former (laser diodes) are used in high precision cutting procedures 
and the latter ( ED’s) in remote controls for analogue/digital televisions 
and now LED displays that produce clarity that has surpassed the 
solutions offered by plasma television and liquid crystal display (LCD) 
televisions. The compounds gallium nitrite and Indium gallium nitride 
are used for the  ED’s while Aluminium gallium arsenide is used for the 
laser diodes. 
The semiconductor role of gallium is also relevant in the orbiting 
satellites that were once the cornerstone of communication but have 
shifted to surveillance and defence. An orbiting satellite requires power 
for its functions. The sun is more intense in space and through gallium 
related solutions; this power is tapped through multi junction 
photovoltaic cells which generate electricity (electron flow) through thin 
films of gallium arsenide via epitaxy options such as molecular beam 
epitaxy. The unmanned Mars exploration rover that explored the red 
planet uneventfully utilized such configurations on Germanium cells. 
Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 is now gaining widespread use in the manufacture of 
more efficient solar panels as an alternative to the energy inefficient but 
cheaper crystalline silicon technologies. One imagines a merger between 
these divergent forms of solar cell solutions as key to maximizing the 
potential energy in a basic solar cell.  

2.3.3. Data about ‘end-of-life’ products containing gallium (recycling)  

The potential benefits and cost savings derived from the recycling of 
gallium are significant. The source of recyclable gallium stores is from 
scrap as well as from electronic devices that have reached their end of 
functionality. Recycled gallium is significant as it potentially accounts for 
more than 50% of the supply present in the world market at any given 
time. It is noteworthy that only 15% of a gallium arsenide ingot is 
actually used during the manufacture of electronics with the remaining 
85% bearing significant recycling potential. By the fact that gallium 
production is a by product of processing ores, a growing global 
multinational industry has developed for recovery of these recyclable 
portions. Recycling is officially a new source of the material albeit 
prohibited by expense and requirement of a very high degree of 
specialization. It is a fact today that recycling as a new source of gallium 
material has actually surpassed primary gallium production as the main 
volume contributor of gallium salts in recent years. 

The industry dealing with secondary recovery of gallium is driven by 
scarcity. Gallium as a primary ore remains scarce and in Japan for 
instance, the year 2010 witnessed approximate production of 90 tons of 
gallium from extracted scrap metals. An auxiliary 60 tons was discovered 
to lie potentially within the liquid phase epitaxy manufacturing tree, for 
example gallium which is not instantaneously or immediately accessible 
or in usable form for any other purposes. Gallium is also recoverable 
from the manufacture of semiconductor devices. Semiconductor 
manufacture is a stepwise process incorporating a succession of 
procedures. These procedures demand stringent quality control and 
equally stringent quality assurance. What this means is that a 
disproportionately high amount of gallium is needed to satisfy these 
requirements (a much larger proportion of gallium is required to produce 
the yield actually present in the semiconductor device. This creates a 
large capacity for recycling. The United States department of energy 
unequivocally stated in 2010 that global gallium recycling capacity was 
approximately 42%. 
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          Table 2. Assumptions and data for estimating the content of gallium in LED     
          background  illumination of LCD screens (Buchert, 2012). 

Product 
Mean number of white 

LEDs per device 
Semiconductor chip 
Weight per LED [μg] 

Estimated mean weights of 
gallium in LCD displays [mg] 

Notebooks 50  1.6 

Monitors 100 32.5 3.3 

Televisions 150  4.9 

 

 

 

 

The Stan model attached to this research paper intricately depicts the 
proportions of gallium recoverable from waste flows (scrap metals) and 
landfills (non functional electronic devices). The proportions are 
represented diagrammatically from the point of origin (lithosphere) to 
production processes, fabrication and manufacturing of devices, end user 
purchases and eventual exhaustion of products with eventual waste 
management of the created landfills accounting for the primary source of 
the two recyclable fractions globally. This flow is global and has been in 
existence for millennia not only for gallium but indeed any other element 
in an indirect literal sense. 

Gallium concentration in different products varies but mostly gallium 
has a very low concentration in most of them. Data about gallium 
concentration in each of end of life products is limited but the following 
table shows some available data from Oeko-Institut e.V. Also gallium 
concentration in some other electronics and digital devices are 
mentioned here (Table 2 & 3)(Buchert, 2012). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Table 3. Mean weight of gallium in LCD PC monitors, notebooks and televisions  
          (private market sector) (Buchert, 2012). 

 
 

Metal 
 

Content per 
LCD monitor 

(CCFL4) 
[mg]* 

Content per 
LCD 

monitor 
(LED5) [mg]* 

Content in all 
LCD monitors 

sold in 
Germany in 

2010 [kg] 

Occurrence 

Gallium in LCD PC 
notebooks 

0.00 1.60 10.30 
LED background 

illumination (100%) 

Gallium in LCD PC 
monitors 

0.000 3.30 2.51 
LED background 

illumination (100%) 

Gallium in LCD 
televisions 

0.00 4.90 12.08 
LED background 

illumination (100%) 

         

           * LCD monitors (PC) with CCFL background illumination (approx. 70% of all new LCD monitors in 2010) 

           * LCD monitors (PC) with LED background illumination (approx. 30% of all new LCD monitors in 2010) 
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Figure 9. Categorization of EOL EEE from metal content and amount of EOL 
products (Oguchi et al., 2011).  

Above is a data presentation of a research which is done in Japan by 
Research centre for Material Cycles and Waste Management  
(Oguchi et al., 2011). Some electrical and electronic end of life products 
selected and categorized into different groups from the perspective of 
content and total amount of each metal in each equipment type. 
Categorization of End-of-Life Electrical and Electronic Equipment 
(EOL EEE) from gallium content and amount of end-of-life products is 
summarized here (Figure 9). The dashed diagonal lines indicate the same 
amount of total gallium. Product types within the ovals are in the same 
groups. Two attributes considered, metal content and annual total 
amount of each type of metal contained in various EOL EEE products. 
Various types of equipment were categorized into several groups 
according to these attributes using an agglomerative hierarchical cluster 
analysis. The dashed ovals indicate empty groups.  
It is observed that mobile phones, camcorders, videogames, digital 
camera, radio cassette, desktop PC, notebook PC, VCR, DVD and 
printers respectively contain the highest gallium concentration between 
3-140 mg/kg. Next step is calculation of total gallium content in each 
product and applying the total amount of gallium in STAN model. Table 
4 shows an estimation of gallium amount in each EOL products to have 
a bottom up approach for ICs. 
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                                          Table 4. Total gallium consumption in different  
                                           end of life Products (Oguchi et al., 2011).  

 

 

 

There is a vivid difference in gallium amount which is achieved through 
top down approach with the gallium amount which is obtained by 
bottom up approach (Table 5). The result shows about 0.4 t of gallium is 
flowing for all end of life products that contain ICs. End of life products 
is the gallium flow that is extracted from consumption stage and enters 
the waste management process. We know that 65% of produced gallium 
applies in ICs manufacturing and also we know that roughly 0.4 t of 
gallium is in the end of life products that contain ICs, then it can be 
concluded that end of life gallium flow from other gallium products like 
PV and LED is not more than 0.4 t.  
 

 
 
          Table5. Gallium content in EOL EEE (Oguchi et al., 2011). 

End-of-life 
products 

Amount 
of waste 
products 

(thousand 
t/y) 

ICs 
weight 

(%) 

Total weight of 
ICs (thousand 

t/y) 

Concen
tration 
in ICs 

(mg/kg) 

Total amount in 
Ics (mg/y) 

Total 
amount in 

Ics 
(t/y) 

Mobile 
phones 

5 30.3 1.515 140 212100000 0.212 

Camcorders 1.18 17.7 0.20886 52 10860720 0.010 

videogames 7 20.6 1.442 16 23072000 0.023 

Digital 
camera 

0.275 20.2 0.05555 15 833250 0.000 

Radio 
cassette 

19.6 10.4 2.0384 12 24460800 0.024 

Desktop PC 62.2 9.4 5.8468 11 64314800 0.064 

Notebook PC 9.12 13.7 1.24944 10 12494400 0.012 

VCR 22.3 15.8 3.5234 9 31710600 0.031 

DVD 9.21 14 1.2894 9 11604600 0.011 

Printers 25.6 7.4 1.8944 3 5683200 0.005 

Total amount of gallium in EOL EEE (ton/year) 0.391 

End-of-life products Amount of gallium (kg) 

Mobile phones 10000 

Camcorders 100 

Videogames 1000 

Digital camera 1 

Radio cassette 100 

Desktop PC 10000 

Notebook PC 100 

VCR 1000 

DVD 100 

Printers 100 

Total 22502 Kg  =  22.502 ton 
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It can be concluded most of this amount is collected as a stock in 
consumption process. Probably there should be some other main flows 
in gallium consumption that was overlooked. The end of life flow in 
STAN model is estimated on the basis of the following assumption: 
In this study gallium concentration of some products is investigated but 
still there are many other applications and technologies that may contain 
a remarkable gallium content but there is not any possibility to include 
them in the analysis at this moment because lack of information on 
gallium content, the number of production in each year and composition 
of that specific product. 

2.4. Uncertainties and Considerations in the Model 
Statistics is a tool to provide the best possible results from some 
inaccurate data collections which cause uncertainties, when some data 
samples are available for the same objective entity the mean value and 
standard deviation should be calculated for getting the best possible 
knowledge of them. It is also possible to get an idea of the distribution 
of the samples (Figure 10). The uncertainty of a value originates from 
different measured values or from different measurements, interviews, or 
historical resources. The uncertainty of a value can be estimated roughly 
on the basis of evaluating the source or origin that data acquired and 
Median value and inter percentiles can be used instead of the mean value 
and the standard deviation.  STAN allows the consideration of data 
uncertainties by assuming that uncertain quantities are normally 
distributed, given by their mean value and standard deviation. This 
approximation offers the possibility to use methods like error 
propagation and data reconciliation. In fact standard deviation is a 
measure of how data are spread out and its symbol is σ (the Greek letter 
sigma). It is the square root of the variance and variance is defined as the 
average of the squared differences from the Mean. 

 
σ = standard deviation 
xi = each value of dataset 
x (with a bar over it) = the arithmetic mean of the data (This symbol will 
be indicated as mean) 
N = the total number of data points 
∑ (xi - mean) 2 = the sum of (xi - mean) 2 for all data points 

 

Dark blue is less than one standard deviation from the mean. For the 
normal distribution, this accounts for 68.27% of the set; while two 
standard deviations from the mean (medium and dark blue) account 
for 95.45%; and three standard deviations (light, medium, and dark 
blue) account for 99.73%. 

http://explorable.com/arithmetic-mean.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_distribution
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         Figure 10. A plot of a normal distribution (or bell curve). Each band has a width of 1        
         standard deviation. 

While the Standard Deviation (S) describes the deviation of the sample, 
the standard Uncertainty (U) describes the deviation of the mean 
value.The standard uncertainty is calculated by dividing the standard 
deviation by the square root of the sample number n.In STAN the 
Standard Uncertainty should be used.In order to dealing with 
uncertainties an evaluation of the available data is required to classify 
them on the basis of their origin and level of source consistency  
(Table 6). On the basis of data categorization for uncertainty estimation 
then data calculation is done (Table 7). The results are applied directly in 
STAN model. By understanding these data the concept of recycling 
amount of 182 t by recycling of new scrap is the only possibility. During 
manufacturing a large amount of new scrap, such as spent sputtering 
targets, saw dust, or broken wafers, is created. All material is recycled 
and contributes to a high recycled content in the material supply to the 
manufacturing stage. Mainly new scrap recycling is applicable to specialty 
metals such as indium, gallium, germanium and tantalum. It is however 
important to note that some uncertainties may arise owing to the 
continuous gallium based operations, which may result in variations 
between actual data, and the data utilized in this research. To check this 
uncertainty, the 2010 gallium data will be used as a base in this research. 
Thus, the current gallium cycle details may vary from what is actually 
presented in this research. On the basis of USGS Mineral commodities 
summary refined gallium production in 2010 was 161 metric tonnes 
where in the same year on the basis of USGS Minerals yearbook refined 
gallium production was 235 t. 

 

          Table 6. Data categorization in order to uncertainty estimation. 
Level of 

Uncertainty 
Source of data, data variety 

Uncertainty 
Percent 

0 Scientific knowledge and exact data e.g. molecular weight of Ga 0% 

1 Official statistics on local, regional and national levels, scientific papers 20% 

2 
Export estimations, reports with unknown sources, modeled data for 

authorities 
40% 

3 Own estimations, uncertain data, rough calculations 75% 
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          Table 7. Data calculation after uncertainty level estimation. 
Data / Source Uncertainty Level Value (t/y) 

Crude Gallium extracts from Lithosphere 2010 (USGS) 1 182±36 

Refined gallium production  2010 (USGS) 1 310±62 

World resources of gallium in bauxite 1 1000,000 ± 200,000 

Slag and Tailing 3 1±0.75 

GaAs Scrap Recycling from old electronics 3 1±0.75 

GaAs Scrap Recycling from wafer manufacturing , New scrap 2 182±72 

Gallium flow for LEDs, PV 2 112±44 

Gallium for Integrated Circuit boards, ICs 1 168±67 

End of life Products 3 2±1.5 

 

There is a vivid inconsistency among data that are published by the most 
reliable sources (USGS) and consequently increasing rate of 
uncertainties. Also on the basis of USGS Mineral commodities summary 
that was published in 2011 the revised 2010 world primary production of 
gallium stated 182 t whereas the 2010 world primary gallium production 
stated 106 t in the summary that was published in 2010. Neo Material 
Technologies and Roksill Information Services estimated worldwide 
gallium consumption at 280 t in 2010 and also they estimated that 50 % 
of gallium consumed worldwide in 2010 came from recycled sources 
(Jaskula, 2012). Between the gallium production and gallium 
consumption in a specific year there should be equivalence but according 
to available data there is not. Gallium production at the highest estimated 
rate is 235 t in 2010 meanwhile gallium consumption is 280 t. They 
stated that Old scrap in the recycling flow is low due to the difficulty in 
collecting the products, in addition the metal content in the products can 
be low and recycling technology for these metals in EOL products is 
often lacking. Gallium recycling rates in different materials and products 
are as following (Table8). The recycled content is above 25%. In STAN 
model it is assumed that the GaAs scrap from wafer manufacturing flow 
is 50% of the total refined gallium production in 2010 albeit it might be 
rough but it is needed for some initial acquisition and understanding 
about gallium life cycle.  
Here to fore all of the estimated gallium flows is following a top-down 
approach which is estimating flows on the basis of an overall look on 
data. To conduct a top-down analysis the global primary input of gallium 
to electronic industry or other sections is considered and the share lying 
with the world consumption of electronic goods is extracted. Afterwards 
another methodology should also apply for a better understanding and 
optimization of gallium flows which is Bottom-Up approach and was 
mentioned before. 
 
 
 
 

                              Table 8. Gallium recycling rate in different materials and substances 
                              (Buchert,  2012). 

Material Recycling rate 

Old scrap ratio (OSR) <1 % 

Recycled content (RC) 25-50 % 

End of life recycling rate (EOL-RR) <1% 
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End-of-Life electrical and electronic equipment (EEE) has recently 
become a significant secondary source of metals for collecting and 
recovering precious and less common metals. European countries have 
increased their recycling of EOL EEE under the directive on waste EEE 
(2002/96/EC), which covers any types of EEE.  
The methodology for this aim is recognizing the most important EEE 
that contain a considerable gallium concentration and by having number 
of a specific product that produced in a specific year, gallium flow can be 
roughly estimated. Bottom-up method involves estimating the material 
amounts included in products by multiplying the number of end 
products and their compositions. Categorization of end-of-life products 
by gallium content and total amount of gallium should be conducted in 
order to accomplish a bottom up analysis which is done in 2.3  
(Oguchi et al., 2011). 
 
 

3.  RESULTS  

3.1. Global Cycle of Gallium 
 

Based on the data sourced regarding gallium operations, the model 
presented (Figure 11), is a detailed illustration of the global gallium cycle 
in 2010.  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

         Figure 1. Global Gallium life Cycle in 2010. 
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The cycle consists of 5 processes, 11 flows and 2 sub systems which are 
some smaller processes and are occurring within the main processes. 5 
processes are lithosphere, production, manufacturing or fabrication, use 
or consumption and waste management. Production process and waste 
management processes have subsystems that describe these processes 
meticulously. Subsystem in production process (Figure 12) includes 
primary production, secondary production and purification stage. A flow 
of gallium is entering primary production process which is crude gallium. 
It is amount of gallium that is in ores and minerals that are extracting 
from earth (bauxite or sphalerite). The flow that leaves primary 
production process is gallium fraction which is produced from bauxite 
and sphalerite and still contains some impurities and in order to remove 
these impurities a purification process is receiving crude gallium and 
delivers the refined gallium. Also purification process receives produced 
gallium from secondary production process to make it refined gallium 
and a very small part of gallium is leaving purification process in shape 
of slag and tailings. A main part of recycled gallium in secondary 
production process is produced from new scrap refining; the scraps that 
are produced in integrated circuit boards’ production or  ED chip 
production. A very little amount of it, is produced from old products 
which are in their end of life stage.  
 
Then refined gallium is ready to be applied in manufacturing process for 
fabrication of ICs, LEDs, PV and many other optoelectronics but during 
this process a large amount of gallium is leaving the process in form of 
scrap and flowing into secondary production process to be recycled. 
From manufacturing process 2 flows are entering use and consumption 
process which are 
Integrated circuit boards (ICs) plus gallium arsenide wafers and LED, 
PV plus small applications. These two flows are partitioned on the basis 
of gallium usage for different purposes in 2010 which is described in 
detail in 2.2. 

 
 

 Figure 12. Subsystem for Production process. 
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Figure 13. Subsystem for Waste management process. 

After a period of time these products are out of date and they will flow 
into their end of life stage. Waste management process possesses a 
subsystem (Figure 13) which consists of recycling process and landfill. In 
fact landfill process is a kind of stock for waste management process; it 
only has an input flow without any output flow.  
Bauxite ores and Sphalerite and thus, the major primary ores sourced 
from the Lithosphere in most naturally occurring form in the Gallium 
production process.  In order to gain a detailed understanding of the 
entire gallium cycle, it will be necessary to start from the basic 
composition stages of the most primary natural ores that Gallium is 
sourced and produced from.  This necessitates the consideration of 
Gallium formation from the Lithosphere. Since Gallium does not 
naturally form from the lithosphere, the formations of its most primary 
ores (Bauxite and Sphalerite) are considered.  

3.2. Discussion of main characteristics 
Gallium is a globally recoverable and relatively common metallic element 
that bears considerable similarities to aluminium. It is nearly as dense as 
iron with production being almost entirely a by-product of the 
production of alumina. Further refining then happens to produce high 
purity gallium of 99.9999% purity (6N gallium). Gallium is also 
recoverable from the by-products of zinc refinery processes mainly in 
Japan with Chinese participation suspected as well for this process. 
Gallium is used in compound forms as discussed as GaAs or GaN. 
These two compounds are representative of 97% of gallium 
consumption worldwide.     

In addition to its properties of semi-conduction, gallium arsenide also 
holds the distinction of ability to convert electricity into light, thence 
assuring its place as a key component in the manufacture of light 
emitting diodes. Gallium consumption for  ED’s, laser diodes, 
photosensitive detectors and solar cells considered 42%, for gallium 
arsenide integrated wafers 48% and for research, development and 
special alloy fabrication and other uses 10%. Detailed data for the 
production of gallium is difficult to quantify since the few producers 
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present worldwide keep the data confidential in most cases. The 
maximum capacity for recoverable crude gallium stands at approximately 
165 t and secondary sourced gallium at approximately 64.9 t.  

Elemental gallium has silvery lustre, a glass like appearance and soft 
consistency. In the periodic table of elements, it is in close proximity to 
the non metals with its metallic properties divergent from standardized 
conventions shared by the metals. Solid gallium is a poor conductor of 
electricity; it is a semiconductor as well although not at room 
temperature. Noteworthy is the conchoidal fracturing nature of the solid 
metal. Conchoidally (shell like) fractured surfaces characterize the metal.  

Of all the known elements, Gallium has the second largest liquid range 
and is unique as one of the rare metals that are liquefied at room 
temperature, literally melting on placement on a human hand. Only 
mercury, francium and cesium share this distinction. (Bromine is the 
only non metallic element to exhibit a liquid state at or approximately 
around room temperature. Gallium is also noteworthy as sharing the 
unique property of water (anomalous expansion). This means that as it 
freezes, it expands. Other elements exhibiting anomalous expansion 
include silicon, antimony, bismuth and germanium. All unique properties 
that reminded here are sufficient enough to emphasize importance of 
this interesting metal. 

 

3.3. Temporal Trends and recycling potentials 

3.3.1.     Multinational Enterprises 

Various Multinational Enterprises (MNE’s) today are world leaders in 
the production of gallium and associated product augmentation and 
support.  

GEO Gallium:  

It is the largest refined gallium producer in the world. It is a component 
of GEO Speciality Chemicals based in France. It is the world’s only fully 
integrated gallium producer that deals with the extraction process from 
alumina up to the refining stage.  

Aluminium Corporation of China Ltd: 

They are the largest producers in China with a new plant opened in 
Henan with the capacity of production of 4N gallium.  

Shandong Aluminium Limited: 

It is a headquartered company in China with a potential capacity of 
production of 20 t/y. 

Sumimoto Chemicals & Dowa Mining Ltd: 

These corporations represent the largest integrated production capacity 
in Japan. 

Gold Canyon Resources: 

Plans are in place to develop the world’s only primary gallium mine in 
Humboldt County Nevada. Gallium mineralization is abundant here with 
serial occurrence at tertiary andesite as well as rhyolite volcanic flows.   

Nalco:  

An Indian based manufacturer that intends to break ground with the 
processing of spent liquor from alumina production. 
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3.3.2. Pricing of Gallium Globally 

The baseline prices of gallium are determined by the producers with the 
consumers reporting wide ranges of price options for the variable. A 
spot market is under stringent unregulated control by the global metal 
trading people. However, most commercial transactions are under the 
regulation of long term financial contracts. The establishment of a 
reliable average price thus becomes quite difficult to determine. During 
the last decade 2001-2010, demand for the element was mainly driven by 
an unprecedented upsurge in mobile phone usage where both the 
developed and the developing world enjoyed enhanced connectivity 
through an upsurge in mobile telephony. At this point in time, prices are 
reported to have peaked at upwards of 2000 USD/kg. Since then, the 
supply of gallium has normalized to satisfy demand with prices hovering 
at 300USD at present. Gallium price during a period of 15 years  
(Figure 14) has increased slightly two times, except in 2001; a high rise is 
seen. The big inflation was due to unexpected high demand in 
microelectronics and return to normal levels primarily resulted from the 
slump in demand for gallium-based components in the 
telecommunications sector.  

3.3.3. Market Trends 

It must be emphasized that the main driver of gallium demand since the 
late 90’s has been the advent of wireless communications with heaviest 
usage in the industrialized nations and most widespread usage in some 
developing nations such as the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and 
South Africa). The fluctuations of gallium prices can then be tracked to 
the evolution of the mobile telephony market and associated economic 
realities and constraints read prevailing economic climate.  

The LED marketplace appears to be the next frontier for growth and 
price correlations and determinants. Gallium arsenide is currently 
unparalleled in the provision of light emitting diodes that are brighter in 
terms of optimal luminescence, that last longer in terms of shelf life and 
that can be utilized for novel applications such as the multifunctional 
screens that are currently the rave with regard to devices such a smart 
phones, tablets and advanced computer display units.    

 

 

 

Figure 14. Gallium prices (1995-2010). 
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The worldwide LED market is projected to grow exponentially at levels 
last seen in 2010 when the industry was valued at a staggering 6 billion 
USD. GaAs based LED devices moving forward are expected to 
dominate this market and revolutionize the mode of communication 
interactivity this decade. Presently, substantial potential unused gallium 
production exists worldwide with the ever present supply bottleneck 
applying sustained pressure on prices which are by and large expected to 
remain competitive.  

 

4. CONCLUSION 

4.1. Main findings and recommendations on future work 
In conclusion, this research paper has quantified the global cycle of 
gallium with answers to the six research questions. The major processes 
and flows of the gallium cycle are extraction from the lithosphere, 
production, fabrication and manufacturing, usage, waste management 
and recycling. The major applications of gallium are in semiconductor 
manufacture, LED lighting, lasers, medical applications, biotechnological 
applications and communication. The temporal trends in the production 
and use of gallium predict enhanced usage globally as economies 
improve globally. The potential options for prospective recycling of 
gallium from stocks and end of life products is unexplored sufficiently 
with the Asian economies of Japan and China leading the way in curing 
gallium form scrap metals and old electronic devices that are non-
functional. Significant uncertainties in the global gallium cycle mainly 
stem from supply bottlenecks, overzealous consumers, prohibitive 
pricing and competition amongst producers.  

Recommendations for the improvement of global uncertainties 
associated with the global gallium cycle include greater investment into 
research and development which will unlock even more novel uses for 
the element gallium. More stringent environmental management 
regulations regarding its production are necessary. For instance, it does 
not seem environmentally sustainable to establish a de novo primary 
mine for gallium while numerous old electronic machines and scrap 
metal lie in landfills; potentially recyclable saving the planet more strain 
from environmentally unconscious minds. 

The main findings that can be cited from this research initiative are that 
gallium is an element that in the future is likely to surpass precious 
metals such as gold and silver, stones such as diamonds and 
hydrocarbons such as coal as a new store of value. However, this time, 
we are looking at a potential for ubiquitous wealth distribution globally 
with citizenry across the globe availed affordable communication 
solutions, health solutions, defence solutions and even nourishment at a 
later stage. 

 

                              Table9. Future demand estimation on gallium application for white LEDs      
                              manufacturing (Buchert, 2012). 

World 
production 

2010 (t) 

Use in WLEDs (t) 

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 

161 0.75-1.56 1.07-4.90 1.46-5.34 2.00-5.35 2.74-5.35 
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The most current development regarding gallium as at the creation of 
this research paper involves the development of an unprecedented 
demand for very high brightness light emitting diodes based on the 
compound trimethylgallium (TMG). TMG’s are the metal-organic 
precursors used in the production of light emitting diodes. Similarly the 
market value of the copper-indium-gallium diselenide (CIGD’s) market 
is expected to balloon to approximately 5.4 billion USD in 2018 from 
613 million USD in 2011. Copper-indium-gallium diselenide (CIGD’s) is 
used in the manufacture of thin film photovoltaic cells; the immediate  

future of the solar panel, solar generation and tapping the enormous 
reserves of our home star while remaining cognizant of the 
corresponding power at the core of the Earth.  

A research for future gallium requirements is done for some specific 
products which investigates current number of LED production and 
estimates the gallium requirement for LED production in future. It 
proved that just for LED production, amount of needed gallium in 2030 
should be increased 5 times (Table 9), from 1.56 ton in 2010 to 5.35 ton 
in 2030 (Buchert, 2012). 
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